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Abstract 

In an open and distributed network, role-based access control (RBAC) model has the 

following deficiencies: Firstly, it is unable to provide flexible access control policy, and 

the granularity of authorization is too large. Secondly, the allocation and management of 

roles are too cumbersome, which leads to low efficiency of access control. To deal with 

these problems, we present a hybrid attribute based RBAC (HA-RBAC) model. In this 

paper, we deeply research the mapping relationships of roles and attributes, propose a 

combination of static-attribute-based roles and dynamic-attribute-based rules to simplify 

the management of access control policy and downsize the access control system, while 

we formally define the construction of HA-RBAC model and access control algorithm. 

Comparative analysis and simulation experiments show that this model can not only 

adapt to the role of fine-grained division and simplify policy management, but also 

improve the efficiency of access control, and reduce system consumption. 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuous development of network application technology, in an open 

network, access control as a security issue attracts more people’s attention, and how to 

choose appropriate access control model has become a hot topic. Common access control 

models are: discretionary Access Control (DAC) model, mandatory access control (MAC) 

model, RBAC model and attribute-based access control (ABAC) model [1-3]. However, 

compared with the DAC and MAC, RBAC model has better adaptability, and has been 

widely used in various large-scale access control systems. Furthermore, using the concept 

of “attribute”, ABAC model expands the definition of roles, identifies different subjects 

by their attribute group, and models different security demands with various relations 

between attributes, which can effectively solve the problem of fine-grained authorization 

and dynamic expansion of large-scale users in a distributed environment [3-5]. 

Over the last decade, scholars research on RBAC model is focused on two aspects 

[6]: one focus on the research of extended RBAC model, which aims to enhance the 

adaptability of traditional RBAC model in a variety of network environments ; the 

other focus on expanding research of the application of RBAC model, which applies 

the existing RBAC model to a specific system in order to achieve its commercial 

value. However, these studies have not essentially changed the restrictions of three 

elements in RBAC model, which come from users, roles and permissions. In 

summary, faced with the increasingly large-scale, distributed and complicated 

network environment, RBAC model still shows some problems: 1) it is unable to 

provide flexible access control policy, and model authorization granularity is too 

large; 2) role assignment and management is too complicated, which leads to low 
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efficiency of access control. For example: there are n  attributes in an access control 

system, to implement the access control, if, in RBAC model, will correspond to n  roles 

and establish 2n  kinds of combinations of roles, while the corresponding attribute 

combinations will also reach 2n  in an ABAC model. Moreover, with the increase of n , 

the number of role rules for access control will increase exponentially, and thus affect the 

efficiency of the access control system. 

Attribute consists of two parts: one is a set of static-attribute-based roles, and the other 

is a collection of dynamic-attribute-based rules [7, 8]. Among them, the static attributes 

refer to some relatively fixed nature in an access control system, such as: 

company-address, employee-id, employee-name, etc., which are similar to the roles in 

RBAC model; the dynamic attributes refer to those attributes with greater variation in an 

access control system, such as: day-of-time, employee-age, etc., which we use dynamic 

rules to restrain.  

In this paper, we describe the roles in RBAC model with attributes, combine 

static-attribute-based roles with dynamic-attribute-based rules to reduce the number of 

role rules and downsize the access control system, and establish a hybrid attribute RBAC 

model—HA-RBAC. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the related 

work. Section 3 presents the theoretical basis of model implementation and related 

definitions and properties. Section 4 describes the HA-RBAC model structure, formally 

defines the basic sets and related functions of model, and gives access model control 

algorithm. In section 5, through the experimental testing, we compare and analysis the 

performance of the model. In section 6, we present some conclusions and future work. 

 

2. Related Work 

RBAC has developed to be a mature model since its first proposal by Ferraiolo et al. 

[2] in 1992. However, when faced with a multi-user, multi-strategy, fine-grained access 

control environment, RBAC model can not achieve a valid access control result. In order 

to overcome the shortcomings of the traditional role-based access control mechanism, 

scholars have launched a lot of research, and proposed multiple access control models, 

such as TBAC[9, 10], T-RBAC [11], OASIS RBAC [12], UCON [13], ABAC [3], 

RBAC-DC [14], PDAC[15], HBAE [16, 17] and etc. In particular, ABAC model 

introduces the concept of attribute, which makes up for deficiencies in traditional RBAC 

model, such as: the access control policy is not flexible enough to adapt to the dynamic 

changes of roles, and the coarse-grained authorization may influence its network 

adaptability. In ABAC model, access permission is determined by the different attributes 

offered by subjects, and the access authorization depends on whether the attributes 

provided by user will meet the system’s attribute discriminant function. In addition, the 

complex authorization and access control constraint are described by the definition of the 

relationship between attributes. 

In recent years, theoretical research of ABAC model has achieved some results, and it 

can be well used in large distributed environments [18], web service systems [19, 20], 

network computing [21] and message sharing and management [22]. However, at present, 

RBAC is still the mainstream of access control model, and there is still a gap between 

RBAC and ABAC in terms of their extensive application. 

In this paper, we balance the advantages and disadvantages of RBAC model and 

A B A C   

model, and propose a new access control model—HA-RBAC, which achieves a more 

fine-grained authorization and a simpler access control strategy. In particular, we deeply 

research the corresponding relationship between roles and attributes, and adopt a method 

of combining static-attribute-based roles with dynamic-attribute-based rules to reduce the 

number of access control rules, which may also lead to less system overhead. At last, 
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through comparative analysis and simulation, we verify the feasibility and performance 

advantages of HA-RBAC model. 

 

3. Definitions and Properties 

With reference to the standard ANSI INCITS 359-2004 [23] of RBAC model, we give 

the definitions and properties of relevant elements in HA-RBAC model. 

Definition 1 Attributes 

Attributes are the characterization of roles, and are divided into static attributes (SA) 

and dynamic attributes (DA). 

Definition 2 Roles 

sRole  is a set of ordered pair sets, which is a binary relation. If, the set of roles 

defined by SA, written as SR , and the set of rules defined by DA, written as DR , then 

there exists an ordered pair such as ( , )sr dr Roles , where, there is 

11 12 1nsr sr sr sr SR    , 
21 22 2ndr dr dr dr DR     and 

Roles SR DR  . 

Definition 3 Object-Role sets 

Object-Role sets include static object roles represented as SOR  and dynamic object 

roles represented as DOR , and are written as OR , where OR SOR DOR  . 

Definition 4 Final permission sets 

We define final permission sets as Perms , where Perms SP DP  . SP  represents 

the permission sets of roles with respect to SR  assignments, and DP  represents the 

permission sets of roles with respect to DR  assignments.  

Definition 5 All permission sets 

We define all permission sets as E , where there is SP E , DP E  and 

Perms E . 

Definition 6 Permission-Role assignment relations 

Respectively, we use PA , SPA  and DPA , to represent the following three 

Permission -Role assignment relations: 

(1) PA Perms Roles  ： a many-to-many mapping permission-to-role triple 

assignment relation; 

(2) SPA SP SR  ：a many-to-many mapping sp-to-sr binary assignment relation; 

(3) DPA DP DR  : a many-to-many mapping dp-to-dr binary assignment relation. 

Definition 7 User-Role assignment relations 

Respectively, we use UA , SUA  and DUA , to represent the following three 

User-Role assignment relations: 

(1) UA Users Roles  ：a many-to-many mapping user-to-role assignment relation; 

(2) SUA Users SR  ：a many-to-many mapping user-to-sr assignment relation; 

(3) DUA Users DR  : a many-to-many mapping user-to-dr assignment relation. 

In HA-RBAC model, roles are also a communication bridge between users and 

permissions, and users get access through the appropriate roles. The subject in HA-RBAC 

model, like in traditional RBAC model, may have a number of different roles, while any 

one role may also belong to several different subjects. Similarly, the role can have 

multiple different permissions, while any permission may also be owned by several roles. 

Figure 1 illustrates users, permissions and various assignment relations in HA-RBAC 

model. 
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Figure 1. The Relations of Users, Permissions and Roles 

Definition 8 Role inheritance 

1 2,r r Roles  , if 
1r  can inherit from 

2r , we define them as inheritance relations, 

written as 
1 2( , )r r RH Roles Roles   , where 

1 2r r , with the property that “ ” is a 

partial order and 1r  can gain all privileges of 2r . 

Theorem 1: Given 
1 2,r r Roles , 

1a  is the attribute of role 
2r  and 

2a  is the 

attribute of role 
1r , if there is 

1 2a a , written as 
1 2r r , then the inclusion relations of 

attributes is a partial order on the set. 

Proof: 1r Roles  , and 1 2a a , that is, 1 2r r . 

 Reflexivity is proved. 

1 2,r r Roles  , if 1 2r r , where 2 1r r , then there is 
1 2a a , and 

1 2r r . 

 Anti-symmetry is proved. 

1 2 3, ,r r r Roles  , if 
1 2 2 3r r r r , then 

1 2 2 3 1 3 1 3a a a a a a r r      . 

 Transitivity is proved. 

In conclusion, theorem 1 is proved. 

Corollary 1: “ ” is a partial order relation of SR , then all of the roles in SR  form a 

hierarchical relation in this partial order, written as SRH SR SR  . That is: 

1 2,r r SRH SR SR    , then 1 2r r . 

Proof: There exists partial orders in SR , which form a relation of inheritance. That is, 

1 2r r . Hence, corollary 1 is proved. Similar to corollary 1, corollary 2 can be proved. 

Corollary 2: “ ” is a partial order relation of DR , then all of the roles in DR  form 

a hierarchical relation in this partial order, written as DRH DR DR  . That is: 

1 2,r r DRH DR DR    , then 1 2r r . 

According to Definition 2, there is Roles SR DR  . Next, we will define the 

inheritance relations based on this product space. 

Definition 9 The product of relations 

Assuming ,f g  are two binary relations, where f A A  , g B B  , then h , 

h f g   satisfies one of the following relations:  

(1) h  is a binary relation on sets C , where C A B  , with the property that any 

element in sets C  will meet: ( )a,b C a A b B     ; 

(2) If there is 1 2( , )a a C  and ( , )2 2a b C , then  

2 2(( ) ) ( ( ) ) (( ) ( , ) ) ( )1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2a ,a f b b a a b ,b g a ,a f b b g c ,c h             . 
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Theorem 2: Assume that f  is a partial order on sets A  ( ,A ) and g  is a partial 

order on sets B  ( ,B ), then h  is a partial order on A B , where h f g  , that is: 

,A B . 

Proof: ,f g  are partial orders, then , ,( , ) ,( , )a a b b a a f b b g   

     ( ( , ) , ( , ) )a b a b f g  ，and ( , ) ( , )c a b C c c h     

 h  is reflexive. 

    
1 1 1 1 2 2 1( , ) , ( , ) ,1 2 2c a b C c a b C c c c c     

According to the partial orders on f  and g , there is: 

1 2 1 2 1 2{( ) ( ) ( )}1 2 1 2 1 2a a b b a a b b a a b b        

    
1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1{ ( ) ( ) ( ) }2 2 2a a b b a a b b a a b b         

    1 1 2 1 2( )2a a b b c c      , that is, 
1 2 2 1 1 2c c c c c c   . 

     h  is anti-symmetry. 

    
1 1 1 2 3 3 3 1 2 2 3( , ) , ( , ) , ( , ) ,1 2c a b C c a b C c a b C c c c c      

    According to the transitivity of f and g , there is: 

    
1 2 1 2 1 2{ ( ) ( ) ( ) }1 2 1 2 1 2a a b b a a b b a a b b        

    
3 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 3{ ( ) ( ) ( ) }2 2 2a a b b a a b b a a b b         

    
31c c , that is, 

1 2 2 3 1 3c c c c c c  . 

     h  is transitive. 

In summary, h  meets three properties of partial order relation: reflexive, 

anti-symmetric and transitive, so h  is a partial order on A B . 

Corollary 3: If RH  is a relation of inheritance hierarchy on Roles , then, RH  is a 

partial order on Roles Roles . 

Proof: According to Theorem 2, the product of two partial orders is still a partial order. 

Combined with Corollary 1 and Corollary 2, SRH and DRH are partial orders, where 

Roles SR DR  , so RH  ( the hierarchy of Roles ) is a partial order, too. 

Definition 10 Constraints 

Constraints are these relations that place restrictions on users, roles and permission 

assignments. Only to meet the constraints, elements are allowed by the system, which 

guarantees the legitimacy of model elements. If there are some exclusive roles in SR , 

and exist a rule of dynamic attribute that corresponds to multiple roles, then the proviso is 

that the static roles are mutually exclusive. Formally: 

1 2, , 1sr SR sr SR dr DR    , if 1 2( ( ),( , )) ,( ( ),( , ))i 1 i 1Users s sr dr UA Users s sr dr UA  ，

then 1 2sr sr  . 

 

4. The HA-RBAC Model  
 

4.1. Model Structure 

  The HA-RBAC model proposed in this paper introduces the concept of attribute, 

through which the static-attribute-based roles and dynamic-attribute-based rules are built. 

The essential idea of HA-RBAC is that roles are a collection of static attributes, while 

rules are a collection of dynamic attributes. As illustrated in Figure 2, the components of a 

HA-RBAC model are as follows: ( )Users u , ( )Roles r , ( )Permissions Perms , 

( )Sessions s , ( )SR sr , ( )DR dr , ( )SP sp  and ( )DP dp , which refer respectively to the 

set of users, roles, permissions, sessions, static roles, dynamic rules, static permissions 

and dynamic permissions. In addition, we propose two layers of roles which are referred 
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as static-attribute roles ( SR ) and dynamic-attribute roles ( DR ), where role hierarchy 

( RH ) in HA-RBAC are represented as SRH  and DRH . 

 

Users Roles Perms
UA

RH

PA

(SRH) (DRH)

●

●

●

●

●

●

Sessions

Constraints

StaticRole Hierarchy DynamicRule Hierarchy

SR DR

SR DR

SP DP

SPA: SR-to-SP Assignment

(DPA)(SPA)

DPA: DR-to-DP Assignment



 

Figure 2. The Model Structure of HA-RBAC 

4.2. Formal Definition of the Model 

The formal definitions of individual components in HA-RBAC are defined as follows. 

·Basic sets 

–User sets：
1 2{ , ,..., }lUsers u u u ； 

–Role sets：Roles SR DR  ； 

–Session sets：
1 2{ , ,..., }pSessions s s s ; 

–Object sets：
1 2{ , ,..., }qOBS ob ob ob ； 

–Operation sets：OPS = 
1 2{ , , , }top op op ； 

–Final permission sets：Perms SP DP  ;  

–All permission sets： E . 

·Assignment relations 

– PA Perms Roles  , a many-to-many mapping permission-to-role assignment 

relation； 

– SPA SP SR  , a many-to-many mapping sr-to-sp assignment relation； 

– DPA DP DR  , a many-to-many mapping dr-to-dp assignment relation； 

– ( )OPA OPS SOR DOR   , a many-to-many mapping op-to-or assignment relation

；  

–UA Users Roles  , a many-to-many mapping user-to-role assignment relation； 

– SUA Users SR  , a many-to-many mapping user-to-sr assignment relation；  

– DUA Users DR  , a many-to-many mapping user-to-dr assignment relation.  

·Related functions 

– ( )iSUser S ： Sessions Users ，a function mapping each session 
iS  to a single user； 

– ( )iSRole S ： 2RolesSessions  ，a function mapping a session 
iS  to a set of roles, where 

Roles SR DR  and ( ) { | ( ( ), ) }i iSRole S r SUser S r UA  . Formally: ( ) {iSRole S r  

| ( ( ), ) }iRoles SUser S r UA ; 

– ( ) { | ( ( ), ) }i iSSRole S sr SR SUser S sr SUA   , a function mapping a session 
iS  to a set 

of SR ； 

– ( ) { | ( ( ), ) }i iSDRole S dr DR SUser S dr DUA   , a function mapping a session iS  to a set 

of DR； 

– ( )USession u ： 2SessionsUsers , a function mapping a user u  to a set of sessions； 
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– _ ( ) { }| ( , )a p Perssigned perms ms p r Pr A  , a function mapping of role r  onto a 

set of perms, where ( , )r sr dr ; 

– _ ( ) { | ) }( ,assigned sperms sr sp SPerms p Psrs S A  , a function mapping of static 

role sr  onto a set of static perms；  

– _ ( ) { | ) }( ,assigned dperms dr dp DPerms p Pdrd D A  , a function mapping of 

dynamic rule dr  onto a set of dynamic perms；  

– _ ( ) { }| ( , )p Perassigned perms or m p Pos r O A  , a function mapping of object role 

or  onto a set of perms；  

– ( : ) 2SPermsavail session sperms s Sessions   , the permissions SP  available to a user in a 

session, that is, 
( )

_ ( )
ir ssroles s

assigned sperms sr

 ; 

– ( : ) 2DPermsavail session dperms s Sessions   , the permissions DP  available to a user in a 

session, that is, 
( )

_ ( )
ir dsroles s

assigned dperms dr

 ; 

– ( : ) 2Permsavail session perms s Sessions   , all permissions available to a user in session 

iS , and there is a relation: 
( ) ( )

_ ( ) ( _ ( )) 
i ir sroles s r ssroles s

assigned perms r assigned sperms sr
 
     

    
( )

 ( _ ( ))
ir dsroles s

assigned dperms dr


  . 

 

4.3. Model Access Control Algorithm 

Based on the formal description of the model, we describe that the access control 

algorithm in HA-RBAC system when the users access object resources. 

Table 1. The Access Control Algorithm of HA-RBAC Model 

Input: , ,u Users ob OBS op OPS   , assume u is an authorized user. 

Output: SUCCESS or FAIL 

1 s Sessions  

2 If( )  return FAIL;s NULL  

3 

Else  ( )r Role s  

3.1 ( ), _ ( );sr SRole s perm_owned_sr assigned sperms sr   

3.2 ( ), _ ( );dr DRole s perm_owned_dr assigned dperms dr   

3.3 
& &

_ ( );

perm_owned perm_owned_sr perm_owned_dr

perm_owned_r assigned perms r




 

End If 

4 
If( _ )  

               d= _ ( );

perm_owned_r perm owned

perm_allowe assigned perms or


 

5 If( _ )  return SUCCESS; perm_owned perm allowed  

6 Else    return FAIL; 

 

As illustrated in Table 1, in HA-RBAC model, we first extract the current sessions of 

user u , who has been authorized (step 1). Then, from the sessions of the user u , we can 

get all permissions of the roles in session s , which extract from both static role 

assignments and dynamic role assignments (step 3). After the above steps, we get all 

access privileges of the user u , and can verify the correctness of the access privileges 

shown in step 4. If correct, the access control system will grant the corresponding 

permissions to the user, and return SUCCESS; otherwise, deny the request and return 

FAIL. 
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5. HA-RBAC Model Analysis 
 

5.1. Comparative Analysis 

Compared with other extended RBAC model, we analysis and conclude the features 

and advantages of HA-RBAC model, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. HA-RBAC against Other Access Control Models 

HA-RBAC             

Reference 

Models   
The HA-RBAC model features The HA-RBAC model advantages 

[14,15] 
Role is described by attributes, and attributes are divided into a set of 

static-attribute-based roles and dynamic-attribute-based rules. 

Support for fine-grained authorization 

and flexibilities of configuration. 

[9-11] 
Redefine the mapping relations between attributes and roles, and describe 

the multi-authorized relationship of users, roles, attributes and permissions. 

Support for roles’ dynamic 

management and users’ dynamic 

expansion. 

[3,9-13,16,17] 
Introducing the dynamic attribute rules, the number of role rules needed by 

access control is reduced. 

Downsize the access control system 

and reduce the system consumption. 

[3,9-11,13 ] Redefine the access model control algorithm. Simplify policy management. 

[11,12] 

When { }DR   , HA-RBAC will return to the traditional RBAC model, 

that is: RBAC model is a non-dynamic-attribute-constraint exception of 

HA-RBAC model. 

Scalability and extensibility. 

 

5.2. Performance Analysis 

This section we try to demonstrate the model performance for HA-RBAC. Experiments 

mainly around two aspects: on one hand, comparative analysis the initialization time of 

traditional RBAC model and HA-RBAC model. Specifically, to compare the time 

overhead of establishing roles table respectively with RBAC access control policy and 

HA-RBAC access control policy, and to test the change of the running time for two 

models with the increasing of role numbers. On the other hand, test the running efficiency 

of decryption algorithm in RBAC and HA-RBAC access control systems. In experiment, 

we adopt CP-ABE (cipher text-policy attribute-based encryption) algorithm to implement 

the assignments of permissions, and test the operating efficiency of decryption. 

Environment of the experiment is as below: Operating system: Microsoft Windows 7 

Professional Edition; CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) 2.20GHz; Memory: 4GB. Where, Linux is 

another operation system needed by our experiment, and we choose Ubuntu 12.04 LTS to 

install on the VMware Workstation 9.0.2, with allocated 2GB memory. 

First, in the Windows 7 environment, we test the efficiency of access control strategy, 

using VC ++ 6.0 to program and establish the role-permission relation and roles table for 

the model. Then, we test to make a comparison on access control efficiency between 

RBAC and HA-RBAC. We assume that there exist n  roles, which produce a roles table 

containing 2 1n   combinations in RBAC model. But in HA-RBAC model, n  roles 

will be classified first, assume that the classification is x  static roles and n x  

dynamic roles, then will produce a roles table containing 2 2 2x n x   combinations. In 

experiment, we consider the worst case (the number of dynamic roles is 1), that is, there 

are 12n  combinations in HA-RBAC model. Figure 3 shows the comparison of 

initialization efficiency between RBAC and HA-RBAC.  

In Figure 3, we can see that the difference of model’s initialization time between 

RBAC and HA-RBAC is insignificant, when the number of roles is from 4 to 14. 

However, when the number of roles to reach 16 or more, the time advantage of 

HA-RBAC model will be very obvious, and this performance advantage will be more 

obvious with the increasing of role numbers. This is because, with the increasing of role 

numbers, role classification will largely reduce the number of role rules in an access 

control system, and HA-RBAC model can bring a fewer system costs when compared 

with the traditional RBAC model. Presumably, in the large-scale network system, the 

efficiency of system initialization for HA-RBAC will be significantly higher than RBAC. 
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Figure 3. The Comparison of Initializing Efficiency 

Next, we test the operating efficiency of decryption algorithm in permission 

assignment, specifically, to compare the decryption time of HA-RBAC and RBAC. To 

eliminate the step of algorithm transplant, we choose to achieve specific functions of 

CP-ABE access control policy with Linux operating system. For this experiment, we 

implement bilinear pairing in CP-ABE algorithm with Tate pairing on elliptic curve, 

which source code is taken from Pbc libraries under Linux. According to the proposed 

access control algorithm of HA-RBAC, experiment first extracts the permissions of static 

roles ( SR ), if the permissions are not passed, then end this judgment directly; if passed, 

we will turn to dynamic roles ( DR ) and continue to judge. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show 

the running time of decryption algorithm for access control strategy of HA-RBAC model 

and RBAC model, and Figure 4 discusses the issue that the judgment of SR  is success 

or failure. 
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Figure 4. Decryption Time of HA-RBAC Model 
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Figure 5. Decryption Time of RBAC Model 

From Figure 4 and Figure 5, we can see that the difference of system decryption time 

between HA-RBAC and RBAC is insignificant when SR  in HA-RBAC meet the access 

policies. However, when SR  does not meet the access control policies, it is obvious that 

the decryption time of HA-RBAC is less than RBAC. That is, in the worst case, the 

judgment time of role-permission assignment of HA-RBAC and RBAC are almost the 

same, where the two curves shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 are basically the same. In 

addition, in a real environment, the time cost of HA-RBAC will be less than RBAC a lot, 

for the small portion of users may have access to a particular resource in an access control 

system. Therefore, for the decryption algorithm of access control, HA-RBAC model has 

better time performance than the traditional RBAC model. 

 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a hybrid attribute RBAC model. Compared with the 

traditional RBAC model, HA-RBAC model has better performance in supporting 

fine-grained authorization, simplifying policy management, supporting the dynamic 

expansion of roles and having scalability, and has higher operational efficiency and lower 

system consumption. We study the corresponding relationship of roles and attributes, 

establish a mapping between roles and static attributes and dynamic attributes, formally 

define the multi-authorized relationship of users, roles, attributes and permissions, and 

finally give the access control algorithm of HA-RBAC model. In our future work, we plan 

to extend the present work on two directions. The first direction is an equivalence 

research on the model, which issue may apply HA-RBAC model to a wider range of 

large-scale access control systems. The second direction is to optimize the proposed 

model algorithm, for example, choosing a better pairing, to reduce bilinear computation 

and improve system performance. 
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